
Automatically anonymize data contained within a collection of documents
Bulk encryption using the Mass Action feature in Relativity
Customize Anonymization to hide unique identifying details
Support your billing process by accurately reflecting workload completed
Protect your Anonymization Process with User-Group permissions

The eDiscovery anonymization tool, conceptualized by the international law firm Reed Smith LLP, 
applies rigorous anonymization techniques to the full text and metadata of electronic documents 
within the kCura Relativity e-Discovery platform. 

Anonymization can be used to mask identifying details in a documents such as names, addresses, 
identification numbers, places, amounts and so forth when reading the anonymized documents.

However, anonymized documents retain sufficient information for most relevancy reviews. Users 
also have the ability to "pseudononymize" selected names replacing pre-identififed names with 
chosen pseudonyms on a mass basis to provide another option for privacy protection.

Ensure information security: 
Your sensitive data stays
secure. Anonymization
processes never leave
your network, preventing
data leakage and ensuring 
compliance.. 

Reduce operations costs: 
The use of automated
anonymization reduces
the need for localization
or human translation
costs.

Anonymize large 
volumes: SYSTRAN’s 
scalable architecture 
delivers fast processes, 
granting you additional 
time to review, analyze 
and produce a winning 
legal strategy.

Equip your eDiscovery: 
Leverage the full range of 
linguistic functionalities 
like Translation, Named 
Entity Recognition and 
Domain Detection, found in 
the SYSTRAN Enterprise 
Server 8.
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About SYSTRAN

For over four decades, SYSTRAN has been the market leader 
in language translation products and solutions, covering 
all types of platforms, from desktop to internet to 
enterprise servers. To help organizations enhance 
multilingual communication and increase productivity, 
SYSTRAN delivers real-time language solutions for internal 
ccollaboration, search, eDiscovery, content management, 
online customer support and e-Commerce.
SYSTRAN is headquartered in Seoul with offices in 
South Korea, Paris, France and San Diego, United States. 
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130+

SYSTRAN offers 45 languages 
in more than 130 language pairs;
other pairs possible upon request.
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